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Abstract 

Ultrathin Si/Nb/Si trilayer is an excellent example of a system for which dimensionality effects, 

together with other factors like type of a substrate material and growth method, influence 

strongly its superconducting properties. This study offers some important insights into 

experimental investigation of density of states of such a system with the aim to identify an 

electronic structure of the interface as a function of niobium layer thickness. For that, two 

Si/Nb/Si trilayers with 9.5 and 1.3 nm thick niobium layer buried in amorphous silicon were 

studied using high-resolution (HR) XPS depth-profile techniques. Strong influence of 

sputtering was observed, which resulted in severe intermixture of Si and Nb atoms. 

Nevertheless, a sharp top interface and metallic phase of niobium were detected for the thicker 

layer sample. On the contrary, a Nb-rich mixed alloy at top interface was observed for the 

thinner layer sample. 
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1. Introduction 

The reduction of the thickness of superconducting films increases the disorder and leads 

eventually to the thickness-induced superconductor–insulator transition. In addition, this 

transition may also be induced by the external magnetic field. This evolution remains one of 

the most important and complex problems in condensed matter physics [1]. Previously it was 

confirmed that film thickness, substrate material, growth method and conditions strongly 

influence superconducting properties and study of these effects inevitably lead to deeper 

knowledge on the subject [2-13]. 

In that context, ultrathin Si/Nb/Si trilayers prepared by magnetron sputtering are a nice 

example of such a system. Recent investigations confirmed that critical temperature decreases 

with decrease of niobium thickness until it totally disappears at ~1.2 nm. At the same time, the 

structure in this system changes from crystalline above ~5 nm to amorphous below ~3.3 nm 

[14, 15]. In addition, a change of the Hall coefficient sign from positive to negative was revealed 

occurring at ~1.6 nm. The change of the sign can be interpreted by presence of two types of 

carriers contributing to the conductivity of the layers: holes and electrons. As in bulk niobium, 

the hole contribution dominates the transport in thicker samples, however, the electron 

contribution becomes increasingly important with decrease of the thickness of the Nb layer. 

Nevertheless, further studies are required to identify the correct reason(s) for the electron 

distribution and experimental investigation of density of states is the most suitable for this 

purpose.  

In this paper, we study the electronic states of Nb and Si at the surface and in depth of ultrathin 

Si/Nb/Si trilayers by means of depth-profiling X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). 

Usefulness of this technique was shown by investigations of electronic structure near the Fermi 

level for amorphous [16-19] and crystalline Nb1-xSix [20]. Despite this, there are a number of 

reports where authors note that interpretation of XPS data recorded in combination with argon 

sputtering procedure should be performed with special care as sputtering itself can seriously 

affect the interlayer structure. One has to remember that ion sputtering, even if noble gas ions 

are used, generates a large number of artifacts in subsurface region. Some of the examples of 

artifacts are atomic mixing and knock-on implantation, preferential sputtering, bond breaking, 

phase formation, segregation, radiation-enhanced diffusion, roughness formation, and others. 

Such effects have been studied over the last decades and critical reviews of their influences on 

surface analytical techniques were published [21-24]. Interpretation of XPS data presented in 

this work was done taking into account some of these effects. 
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2. Experimental details 

The trilayers under study were grown on glass substrates by magnetron sputtering in the high-

vacuum chamber at room temperature. Two samples were grown with the thickness of niobium 

layer being 9.5 nm (referred as 'the thicker layer sample') and 1.3 nm ('the thinner layer sample'). 

The thickness of top and bottom silicon layers was 10 nm. Details of the growth procedure as 

well as the results of the conventional characterizations could be found in [14]. For XPS study 

a PHI 5000 VersaProbe spectrometer with monochromatic Al Kα radiation (h = 1486.6 eV) 

was used. The HR XPS spectra were collected with the hemispherical analyzer at the pass 

energy of 23.5 eV, the energy step size of 0.1 eV and the photoelectron take off angle of 45° 

with respect to the surface plane. The elemental bulk distribution was analyzed using the XPS 

technique combined with Ar+ depth profile sputtering with the following specifications: Ar+ ion 

source operates with the 0.5 kV Ar+ beam energy, the incident Ar+ ion beam axis is directed at 

35° to the surface plane, the sputter area is 2×2 mm2, argon ion beam current is 390 nA. The 

calibration performed on a 150 nm thick SiO2/Si layer produced the sputter rate of 0.5 

nm·min−1. The sputter rate of metallic Nb or Si1-xNbx alloy was not established due to lack of 

reference samples. Instead, the sputter rate of Nb was estimated from the measured sputter rate 

of a thick SiO2 layer and the ratio 1.42 between etching rates of SiO2 and Nb obtained at the 

same 0.5 kV Ar+ beam energy but higher beam current [25].  

The surface charge compensation was achieved using a low energy electron flood gun. 

Binding energies of the photoelectrons were calibrated using the method described elsewhere 

[26]. The CasaXPS software (version 2.3.17) [27] was used to process the XPS data. 

The decomposition procedure of the silicon data set started with a subtraction of a 

‘U 2 Tougaard’ background. After that, the Si 2p spectra were deconvoluted taking the 

Gaussian-Lorentzian shape curves with 30% of Lorentzian character in order to determine the 

chemical nature of silicon states. Each silicon state was represented by Si 2p3/2 and Si 2p1/2 

peaks separated by 0.63 eV. Following the model proposed by Himpsel et al. [28], four Si states 

can be clearly distinguished: the main state of the 2p3/2 line at binding energy (BE) of 99.2 eV 

is assigned to Si0 [29]. Three other states, which can be attributed to Si1+, Si3+ and Si4+ sub-

oxide states, are located at the distance of + 0.95, + 2.48 and + 3.9 eV from the Si0 line, 

respectively (see Figure 1 (a)). Finally, a component corresponding to a mix phase of Si-Nb at 

the Si/Nb/Si interfaces was built exploiting the data presented by Matthew et al. [30], where 
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corresponding energy shift of silicon bounded to niobium line referred to Si0 was estimated to 

be about - 0.5 eV. 

As for the silicon data set, the decomposition procedure of the niobium data set started with 

a subtraction of a ‘U 2 Tougaard’ background. It is worth mentioning that there is a distribution 

of unfilled one-electron levels (conduction electrons) for niobium which are available for shake-

up like events following the core electron photoemission. Consequently, instead of a discrete 

structure seen for shake-up satellites, a tail on the higher binding energy side of the main peak, 

manifested in an asymmetric peak shape, is observed [21, 31]. An example is shown in 

Figure 1 (b). Thus, taking into account metallic nature of niobium the fit of Nb 3d doublet, for 

both samples, was done using two Lorentzian Asymmetric line shapes LA(1,3,5) and LA(1,2,5), 

respectively. A spin-orbit splitting of 2.72 eV and the peaks ratio 3:2 were utilized. Finally, a 

component corresponding to mix phase of Nb:Si was built using the value of + 0.6 eV as the 

corresponding energy shift referred to Nb0 as it was estimated in [30]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Thicker layer sample 

Figures 1 (a),(b) and 2 (b),(d) clearly show that the 10 nm thick Si top layer does not prevent 

detection of Nb signal for a non-sputtered sample. This can be understood if an estimation of 

the “sampling depth” of photoelectrons that are detected by analyzer at a given set-up geometry 

is performed. Taking into account the incident beam energy (Al Kα radiation) and the nominal 

composition (pure Si layer), the depth of about 9.6 nm is needed to scatter 99% of all 

photoelectrons by the time they reach the surface [32]. One should not forget, however, that the 

oxidation of the silicon top layer is present, for which an inelastic mean free path is 

approximately 6.6 Å longer than for pure silicon. This allowed us to resolve the issue of the Nb 

3d line visibility even before sputtering procedure and still to use the nominal thickness value 

(i.e. 10 nm) as the real value of the silicon top layer. 

The analysis of Si 2p spectra for a non-sputtered sample presented in Figures 1 (a), 2 (a), (b) 

indicates a presence of oxygen contamination at the surface of the silicon top layer. Si0 state is 

identified at BE of the 2p3/2 line at 99.2 eV (according to [29]). Further analysis using the model 

proposed in [28] allowed identification of Si2O (Si1+ at BE of 100.15 eV), Si2O3 (Si3+ at BE of 

101.68 eV), and SiO2 (Si4+ at BE of 103.1 eV) species.  
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Within the first few minutes of sputtering the silicon sub-oxide layer is removed (see 

Figures 2 (a), (b)). At the same time, during the first 12 min, the position of Si0 2p line stays at 

the same BE (±0.1 eV). 

As for the Nb 3d line, for a non-sputtered sample and during first 7 min of sputtering, it was 

found to be comprised of a doublet at 202.2 eV and 204.9 eV corresponding to niobium species 

(3d5/2 Nb0: 202.2 eV [33, 34]) (see Figures 2 (c), (d)). The existence of oxide species of Nb, 

such as Nb2+ (+ 2 eV), Nb4+ (+ 4 eV), and Nb5+ (+ 5.5 eV) identified from the XPS spectra in 

[35], was not confirmed throughout this experiment.  

At 12 minutes of sputtering, we estimate that approximately 6 nm of the Si top layer was 

removed. Further sputtering introduces drastic changes to the behavior of Si 2p and Nd 3d lines. 

The Si 2p line starts to shift to lower BEs. At the same time (12 min of sputtering), a major Nb 

3d5/2 peak at 202.83 eV is assigned to niobium bounded to silicon close to the top of Si/Nb 

interface. A small shoulder at about 202.23 eV, which corresponds to metallic Nb0 component, 

starts to increase significantly after further sputtering and reaches maximum at approximately 

21 min of sputtering, i.e. pure Nb signal is seen in the data set (see Figures 2 (c), (d)). Such 

modification of silicon and niobium electronic states is associated with the destruction of the 

originally sharp/pure interface, so that silicon atoms from the top layer and niobium atoms are 

mixed, thus, forming SixNb1-x alloy close to the interface region/s.  

It is worth noting that the estimated values of BEs obtained for Si and Nb agree well with the 

results presented for the amorphous NbxSi1-x alloys [30].  

From approximately 25 min of sputtering, the Si 2p line starts to move back to higher BEs 

while the peak corresponding to metallic niobium, Nb0, disappears completely after 33 min of 

sputtering (see Figures 2 (a)-(d)). Such changes indicate the formation of Si1-xNbx alloy rich in 

silicon. 

Further sputtering, until up to 50 min or even more, does not completely remove Nb from the 

system, which allows us to conclude that Nb atoms from originally pure layer were pushed to 

Si bottom layer during sputtering process where they now form a Si1-xNbx area. 

Eventually, long sputtering of approximately 50 min clearly shows penetration into glass 

substrate. A signal, which corresponds to a diffusion of oxygen from the substrate into a silicon 

bottom layer, is observed in the region 50-40 mins of sputtering. 

Figures 2 (e), (f) contain the contour plots of valence band region as a function of sputtering 

time, along with selected XPS valence band spectra. As can be noticed, the position of a VB 

feature at lower BE we assign with Nb 4d states: it shifts to 1.8 eV and reaches maximum for 
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21 min of sputtering. Let us note that the feature around 9 eV in the VB XPS spectra indicates 

the position of the Si 3s electrons and it was shown [20] that intensity rises with increasing Si 

concentration in Si1-xNbx layer. No feature corresponding to Si 3s states can be observed after 

21 min of sputtering but then appears again after approximately 30 min of sputtering. This 

allows us to confirm our hypothesis made from the XPS data analysis: a pure niobium core 

exists and sputtering intermixes severely atoms Si and Nb. 

3.2. Thinner layer sample 

As in the case of the thicker layer sample, a non-sputtered thinner sample showed oxygen 

contamination at the surface of the silicon top layer. The same Si0, Si2O (Si1+), Si2O3 (Si3+), and 

SiO2 (Si4+) states were identified with the same BEs.  

After quick removal of the silicon sub-oxide layer, sputtering up to 25 min does not produce 

such drastic changes to the Si 2p line or to the Nd 3d line as in the case of the thicker layer 

sample. The effect of a pronounced shift of the Si 2p line to lower BEs is not clearly visible on 

the contour plot for the thinner layer sample, and the signal corresponding to Si-Nb species is 

observed (see Figures 3 (a), (b)). From the positions of the Nb 3d5/2 peak before (202.55 eV) 

and after (202.75 eV) sputtering (see Figures 3 (c), (d)), one can conclude that, together with 

the absence of the metallic Nb0 component (202.2 eV), SixNb1-x species have been formed 

within the top interface or/and Nb interlayer. Quick estimation of the composition from the 

results obtained for the amorphous NbxSi1-x alloys [30], allowed us to conclude that an alloy 

with niobium content of about 90 at.% is present at the top interface. The results of the 

comprehensive analysis utilizing SESSA software agree well with this estimated composition 

[36].  

Further sputtering in the period of 25 - 33 min reveals a diffusion of oxygen from the substrate 

to silicon bottom layer as a contribution from two different species of oxides was discovered in 

the Si 2p signal (O 1s spectra are not presented here). 

Finally, long sputtering of approximately 35 min or more not only shows that penetration into 

glass substrate occurred but it shows also that there is a complete disappearance of a signal from 

Nb. This happened at much shorter sputtering time since nominal thickness of niobium layer is 

just 1.3 nm compared to 9.5 nm for the thicker layer sample. 

Figures 3 (e), (f) contain the contour plots of valence band region as a function of sputtering 

time, along with selected XPS valence band spectra. The position of VB maximum is about 2.1 

eV (17 min of sputtering), but position of the feature around 9 eV remains unchanged after and 
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before sputtering procedure (marked by arrow). That feature indicates the position of the Si 3s 

electrons, as was shown in [20], its intensity rises with increasing Si concentration in Si1-xNbx. 

Generally, subsequent sputtering manifests different behavior of valence density of state in the 

thicker layer sample as compared to the thinner layer sample. For both of them there is a clear 

evidence of Nb 4d states rising as a function of sputtering. VB FWHM value for the thicker 

layer sample is narrower compared to the thinner layer one, which highlights the higher 

contribution of Si 3p – Nb 4d mixed states for the latter. Finally, no feature corresponding to Si 

3s states can be observed for the thicker layer sample after 21 min of sputtering, as opposed to 

the case of the thinner layer sample: Si 3s states are always there. All above allows us to confirm 

our hypothesis made from the XPS data analysis: a pure niobium core exists in the thicker layer 

sample as opposed to the thinner layer sample which contains Si1-xNbx rather than pure niobium 

layer. 

4. Conclusions 

Ultrathin Si/Nb/Si trilayer system with 9.5 and 1.3 nm thick niobium layer buried in 

amorphous silicon prepared by magnetron sputtering was studied using XPS depth-profiling 

technique. The results of the analysis of the Nb 3d, Si 2p HR XPS spectra clearly show a strong 

modification of electronic structure during argon sputtering procedure. Nevertheless, the 

information on an electronic structure of the interface and interface’s sharpness, as a function 

of niobium layer thickness was successfully extracted. A sharp top interface and metallic phase 

of niobium were detected for the thicker layer sample. On the contrary, a Nb-rich mixed alloy 

at top interface was observed for the thinner layer sample.  

Let us also note that the exploitation of XPS depth-profiling technique should be 

accompanied with realization that sputtering procedure can seriously affect the interlayer 

structure. If available, a preference should be given to synchrotron light source since it makes 

possible probing of XPS signal depth simply by tuning the excitation energy instead of 

sputtering. In addition, decrease of the uncertainties of the measured signal intensity would 

enhance a depth profile quality.  
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